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What is YARDstick?What is YARDstick?

… a building block for ASIP development, integrating 
application analysis, custom instruction generation, selection
and synthesis with user-defined (compiler) IRs

•YARDstick provides a compiler- and simulator-agnostic 
infrastructure
•Separates design space exploration from 
compiler/simulator idiosyncrasies
•Different compilers/simulators can be plugged-in
•Both high- (ANSI C) and low-level (assembly for a 
machine/VM) input can be analyzed

What is the need for YARDstick?What is the need for YARDstick?
•ASIP development flows for contemporary embedded 
SoCs involve

–Architecture specification, design space exploration, 
profiling
–Exploitation of results: custom instruction (-set 
extension) generation and synthesis
–Toolchain generation/retargeting

•Certain practical issues in ASIP development are often 
neglected

–Assumptions of the IR do affect the solution quality
–The exploration infrastructure tied up to the 
conventions of certain SW development tools
–Support for low-level entry is some times desirable 
(reverse engineering, legacy code porting)

YARDstick has been designed with these issues in mindYARDstickYARDstick

1) The YARDstick context1) The YARDstick context
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2) YARDstick architecture2) YARDstick architecture
libByoX: “Bring your own Compiler-and-Simulator”
kernel (target-independent)
libPatCUTE: Pattern-based Custom UniT 
Exploration (target-independent)
libmachine: Retargeted by a BXIR (ByoX IR) target 
architecture specification
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3) Using YARDstick3) Using YARDstick
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A custom instruction

YARDstick is a retargetable application analysis and custom instruction 
generation/selection environment suitable for use in ASIP development 

Sample architecture targets: SUIFvm (basic/enhanced), DLX (integer subset)
Six backends for exporting basic blocks, CFGs and CIs: 

ISeq (native YARDstick format)

VCG, Graphviz dot for visualization

GGX XML for graph transformations

CDFG format for translation to synthesizable RTL VHDL, ANSI C

Can process input in C/C++/assembly code

WrapWrap--upup


